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Abstract
Instance segmentation on 3D point clouds (3DIS) is a

longstanding challenge in computer vision, where state-of-
the-art methods are mainly based on full supervision. As
annotating ground truth dense instance masks is tedious and
expensive, solving 3DIS with weak supervision has become
more practical. In this paper, we propose GaPro, a new in-
stance segmentation for 3D point clouds using axis-aligned
3D bounding box supervision. Our two-step approach in-
volves generating pseudo labels from box annotations and
training a 3DIS network with the resulting labels. Addi-
tionally, we employ the self-training strategy to improve
the performance of our method further. We devise an effec-
tive Gaussian Process to generate pseudo instance masks
from the bounding boxes and resolve ambiguities when they
overlap, resulting in pseudo instance masks with their un-
certainty values. Our experiments show that GaPro outper-
forms previous weakly supervised 3D instance segmenta-
tion methods and has competitive performance compared
to state-of-the-art fully supervised ones. Furthermore, we
demonstrate the robustness of our approach, where we can
adapt various state-of-the-art fully supervised methods to the
weak supervision task by using our pseudo labels for train-
ing. The source code and trained models are available at
https://github.com/VinAIResearch/GaPro.

1. Introduction

This paper addresses the challenging problem of box-
supervised 3D point cloud instance segmentation (BS-3DIS),
which seeks to segment every point into instances of prede-
fined classes using only axis-aligned 3D bounding boxes as
supervision during training. This problem arises to address
the huge annotating cost of fully-supervised 3D point cloud
instance segmentation (3DIS) where every point in the point
cloud is manually labeled. Compared to 3DIS, BS-3DIS is
considered significantly harder. First, axis-aligned boxes
cannot capture the shape or geometry of objects as they only
represent the very coarse extent of the objects. Second, un-
like instance mask where points only belong to at most one

GT axis-aligned
bounding boxes

Our pseudo labels + uncertainty 

Heuristic pseudo labels GT labels

Figure 1: Weakly supervised instance segmentation relies
on high-quality pseudo labels to achieve competitive perfor-
mance. Given only axis-aligned bounding box annotations,
pseudo labels based on heuristics [5] often have large errors
in box overlapping regions and thus yield inferior perfor-
mance. Our GaPro predicts the pseudo labels and their confi-
dence using Gaussian Processes, via resolving the ambiguity
in box overlapping regions.

mask, points can belong to multiple boxes as visualized in
Fig. 1, resulting in the ambiguous point-object assignment.

The task of box-supervised 3D point cloud instance seg-
mentation has received little attention, with Box2Mask [5]
being the first attempt. However, due to the ambiguity in
point-object assignments, the point-wise predicted boxes
are unreliable for clustering. This leads to a significant per-
formance gap compared to fully supervised methods, such
as Mask3D [33], which achieves an mAP of 55.2 on Scan-
NetV2 [6], compared to Box2Mask’s 39.1 (around 30%)
using the same backbone. Furthermore, Box2Mask is not
adaptable to new advances in fully supervised 3DIS, as it is
designed as a standalone method.

To address these limitations, we propose a novel pseudo-
labeling method that can be used as a universal plugin for any
3DIS network and offers an instant solution for any new fully
supervised 3DIS approach, with a smaller performance gap
between fully supervised and BS-3DIS versions, typically
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around 10%. In particular, we formulate it as a learning prob-
lem with two unknowns: the network’s parameters and the
ground-truth object masks. Our goal is to construct pseudo
object masks from box supervision and optimize the net-
work’s parameters using these pseudo labels. To achieve this,
we propose using Gaussian Process (GP) on each pair of
overlapping 3D bounding boxes to infer the optimal pseudo
labels of object masks and their uncertainty values, which
are constrained by the given 3D bounding boxes. Next, we
modify a 3DIS network to predict additional uncertainty val-
ues along with the object mask to match the inferred pseudo
labels obtained from the GP. GP plays a key role in our ap-
proach. First, it models the similarity relationship among
regions of the point cloud, which enables effective label
propagation from determined regions (belonging to a single
box) to undetermined regions (belonging to multiple boxes).
Second, it estimates the uncertainty of the predictions with
weak labels, providing informative indications for annotators
to correct uncertain regions of pseudo labels for training the
3D instance segmentation network.

We evaluate our approach on various state-of-the-art 3DIS
methods, including PointGroup [19], SSTNet [26], Soft-
Group [40], ISBNet [30], and SPFormer [36], using two
challenging datasets: ScanNetV2 [6] and S3DIS [1]. Our
box-supervised versions of these methods achieve compa-
rable performance to their fully-supervised counterparts on
both datasets, outperforming other weakly-supervised 3DIS
methods significantly.

In summary, the contributions of our work are as follows:
• We propose GaPro, a weakly-supervised 3DIS method

based on 3D bounding box supervision. We devise a
systematic approach to generate pseudo object masks
from 3D axis-aligned bounding boxes so that fully su-
pervised 3DIS methods can be retargeted for weak su-
pervision purposes.

• We propose an efficient Gaussian Process to resolve the
ambiguity of pseudo labels in the overlapped region
of two or more bounding boxes by inferring both the
pseudo masks and their uncertainty values.

• Our GaPro achieves competitive performance with the
SOTA fully-supervised approaches and outperforms
other weakly-supervised methods by a large margin on
both ScanNetV2 and S3DIS datasets.

In the following, Sec. 2 reviews prior work; Sec. 3 speci-
fies GaPro; and Sec. 4 presents our implementation details
and experimental results. Sec. 5 concludes with some re-
marks and discussions.

2. Related Work
This section reviews some related work on 3D point cloud

instance segmentation and weakly-supervised instance seg-
mentation in 2D and 3D, and the usage of the Gaussian
Process in the 3D point cloud.

3D Point Cloud Instance Segmentation (3DIS) approaches
are categorized into box-based, cluster-based, and dynamic
convolution (DC)-based methods. Box-based methods
[15, 45, 47] detect and segment the foreground region inside
each 3D proposal box to get instance masks. Cluster-based
methods cluster points into instances based on the predicted
object centroid [42, 19, 2, 40, 7], or build a tree/graph then
cut the subtrees/subgraphs as clusters [26, 18]. DC-based
methods [13, 36, 14, 43, 33, 27] generate kernels represent-
ing different object instances to convolve with point-wise
features to produce instance masks. Among these methods,
DC-based approaches are preferred due to their superior
performance, since they do not rely on error-prone interme-
diate predictions like proposal boxes or clusters. However,
fully-supervised 3DIS approaches require costly point-wise
instance annotation for training which hinders their appli-
cation in practice. Our proposed approach only uses 3D
instance boxes (represented by two points) as supervision,
which is much cheaper to obtain. Our approach can be
applied to all the aforementioned fully-supervised 3DIS ap-
proaches, allowing them to transform into BS-3DIS versions.

Weakly-supervised 2D image instance segmentation aims
to segment images into instances of predefined classes
using weaker supervision than instance masks. Differ-
ent types of weak supervision include image-level classes
[10, 22, 50], instance points [3, 37, 11], and instance boxes
[17, 38, 48, 23, 21, 24, 4, 46, 25, 20]. Box supervision
is particularly attractive because it provides a stronger sig-
nal for training with only two points per instance. Box-
supervised approaches (BS-2DIS) compensate for the lack
of ground-truth masks by regularizing the training of in-
stance segmenters with priors. Various methods have been
proposed for BS-2DIS, such as BoxInst [38] with tight-box
prior loss and color smoothness, LevelSetBox [24] with level
set evolution, Mask Auto-Labelers [20] using Conditional
Random Fields, and BoxTeacher [4] employing consistency
regularization of the Mean-teacher technique to generate
pseudo instance masks conditioned by ground-truth boxes.
Although BS-2DIS is less challenging than BS-3DIS, the
structured and dense properties of 2D images that these reg-
ularization techniques imply do not hold in 3D point clouds,
thus, we cannot trivially apply these methods in BS-3DIS.

Box-supervised 3D point cloud instance segmentation
(BS-3DIS) aims to segment all instances of predefined
classes, utilizing the supervision of axis-aligned 3D bound-
ing boxes, which correspond to two 3D points per instance.
Compared to point supervision techniques such as Point-
Contrast [44] and CSC [16], BS-3DIS [5, 9] is considered
more appropriate in 3DIS segmentation with less supervision.
This is because the former provides valuable information
about object extent through its only one bounding box per
instance whereas the latter relies on selecting specific labeled
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KL Divergence Loss
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of our approach. GaPro is a two-step approach consisting of leveraging Gaussian Processes
to generate pseudo instance masks and their uncertainty values, and training a 3DIS network to match its prediction against
these pseudo labels with a new KL divergence loss along with the mask loss.

points, resulting in more sensitive results. Box2Mask [5]
was the first to introduce BS-3DIS utilizing point clustering
to group points based on their predicted bounding boxes.
WISGP [9] employs simple heuristics to propagate labels
from determined points to undetermined points and uses the
pseudo labels to train a fully-supervised 3DIS model. In con-
trast, our proposed approach utilizes uncertainty when pre-
dicting object masks with weak labels as additional pseudo
labels. Furthermore, our approach incorporates Gaussian
Processes to model pairwise similarity between regions, in-
cluding determined-determined, determined-undetermined,
and undetermined-undetermined relationships. This results
in a more effective global label propagation than the local
propagation between neighboring points utilized by [9].

Gaussian Process (GP) in 3D point cloud methods in-
cluding [34, 8, 39] leverage GP to model the relationship
among regions to predict semantic segmentation in the fully-
supervised setting. On the other hand, our approach utilizes
GP in the weakly-supervised setting of 3D instance segmen-
tation, that is, to estimate the distribution of object masks
from the provided GT 3D boxes to train a 3DIS network.

3. Our Approach

Problem statement: In training, we are given a 3D point
cloud P ∈ RN×6 where N is the number of points, and each
point is represented by a 3D position and RGB color vector.
We are also provided a set of 3D axis-aligned bounding
boxes B ∈ RK×6 and their classes L ∈ {1, . . . , C}K×1,

where K is the number of instances and C is the number of
object classes, as the box-supervision. Each bounding box
is represented by two corners with minimum and maximum
XYZ coordinates. Our approach, GaPro, attempts to generate
pseudo object masks of these K instances, M ∈ {0, 1}K×N ,
and use them to train a 3DIS network Φ. In testing, given
a new point cloud P′ ∈ RN ′×6, Φ predicts the masks M̂ ∈
{0, 1}K′×N ′

of all K ′ instances of the C object classes.
The overall architecture of GaPro is depicted in Fig. 2,

which is a two-step approach that involves generating pseudo
instance masks and their uncertainty values from box anno-
tations with Gaussian Processes and training a 3DIS network
with the resulting labels with a devised KL divergence loss
along with the previous mask loss.

3.1. Gaussian Processes as Pseudo Labelers

We observed that 3D point clouds are sparse, and if a 3D
point is within an axis-aligned bounding box representing
an instance, it likely belongs to that instance. Using this
geometric prior, we can roughly assign points to instances to
generate pseudo object masks. However, as the axis-aligned
bounding boxes do not accurately fit the complex shapes
of objects, there are often overlapped regions among these
boxes, leading to points belonging to multiple instances, as
shown in Fig. 1. Consequently, assigning points to instances
becomes challenging. To overcome this issue, we propose
using Gaussian Process (GP) as a probabilistic assigner to re-
solve conflicts that arise from overlapping boxes. We choose
the Gaussian process for two reasons. Firstly, GP consid-
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Figure 3: Our Gaussian Process. For each pair of over-
lapping boxes, the determined and undetermined regions
are identified and taken as input into a Gaussian Process to
produce pseudo mean and variance values. Then the Probit
function is utilized to output the posterior Bernoulli distribu-
tion as pseudo labels.

ers the complete relationships among regions, allowing the
similarity between determined regions and the similarity
between undetermined regions to affect label propagation
from determined to undetermined regions. Secondly, GP
outputs a probabilistic distribution, enabling the modeling
of uncertainty in the pseudo labels.

To begin, we divide the input point cloud into two non-
overlapping sets: the determined set and the undetermined
set. The determined set includes points that belong to at
most one bounding box, and we assign these points to the
corresponding label of the bounding box that encloses them.
Points outside all bounding boxes are labeled as background.
However, in the undetermined set, it is challenging to assign
the correct labels to points that reside in the overlapped
regions of bounding boxes. To solve this problem, we treat
the assignment of points in the overlapped region of two
boxes as a binary classification task and use the Gaussian
Process as a probabilistic classifier.

While there are some regions that result from the intersec-
tions of more than two boxes, our analysis of the overlapping
box labels in the ScanNetV2 [6] and S3DIS [1] 3DIS datasets
shows that 95.4% of cases involve only two boxes, and the
remainder involve three or four boxes. In these infrequent
cases, we select the pair with the largest overlap to use for the
GP. Additionally, both datasets include superpoints – clus-

ters of points grouped together based on their RGB color
and position values. We can use these superpoints as ele-
ments in the GP rather than individual points, which can
help reduce processing time, as utilized in Mask3D [33] and
SPFormer [36]. Therefore, we will refer to both superpoints
and individual points as regions going forward.

Our devised GP is illustrated in Fig. 3. Given two over-
lapping bounding boxes, the training data for GP is n1

determined regions X ∈ Rn1×6 with their noise-free la-
bels f ∈ {0, 1}n1 , or p(f) = N (f ,0). The GP seeks to
produce the outputs of n2 testing undetermined regions
X∗ ∈ Rn2×6 including the underlying Gaussian distribu-
tions p(f∗) = N (E[f∗], var[f∗]) of labels f∗, and the pseudo
labels π∗ inferred from the distribution.

In particular, we denote the output as the concatenation
of the training labels f and the unknown f∗, which follows
the joint multivariate Gaussian distribution:(

f
f∗

)
∼ N

(
0,

(
K K∗
KT

∗ K∗∗

))
, (1)

where K = κ(X,X) ∈ Rn1×n1
+ ,K∗ = κ(X,X∗) ∈

Rn1×n2
+ ,K∗∗ = κ(X∗,X∗) ∈ Rn2×n2

+ are the covariance
matrices that capture the relationship between determined re-
gions, determined-undetermined regions, and undetermined
regions, respectively. κ (x, x′) = s2 exp

(
− 1

2ℓ2 (x− x′)
2
)

is the radial basis kernel where l and s control the length
scale and output scale. We create separate a GP model
for each pair of overlapping bounding boxes. The hyper-
parameters, i.e., length scale l and output scale s, are opti-
mized by using the determined regions.

The pseudo labels π∗ can be computed as posterior:

π∗ = p (f∗ = 1 | X∗,X, f) ≈
∫

σ (f∗) p (f∗) df∗,

≈ σ

(
E [f∗]√

1 + π
8 var[f∗])

)
, (2)

where the last approximation is the probit approximation,
and σ is sigmoid activation.

For each object, the final binary mask m ∈ {0, 1}1×N

is obtained by attaching the regions X∗ whose π∗ ≥ 0.5
to the foreground regions of the object. Also, the mean
map e ∈ [0, 1]1×N is constructed by setting the mean of
the determined regions to their labels and the mean of the
undetermined regions to E[f∗]. Finally, the variance map
v ∈ R1×N

+ is constructed by setting the variance of the
determined regions to 0 and the variance of the undetermined
regions to var[f∗].

3.2. Training a 3DIS Network with Pseudo Labels

After getting the pseudo masks M ∈ {0, 1}K×N from
GP, we are ready to train any 3DIS network Φ. However, to
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leverage the informative cues from the mean E ∈ [0, 1]K×N

and variance V ∈ RK×N
+ maps also inferred from GP, rather

than predicting only instance masks M̂, we can simply mod-
ify the last layer of the network to predict two additional
outputs: the mean Ê and the variance V̂ representing the
predicted Gaussian distribution.

For training the mask prediction M̂, we use two loss
functions: dice loss [35] and BCE loss following prior 3DIS
work. For training the mean Ê and variance V̂ predictions,
we devise a new loss function based on KL divergence for
each location i as follows:

LKL(i) =

{
log v̂i

vi
+

v2
i+(ei−êi)

2

2v̂2
i

− 1
2 , if vi > 0

(ei − êi)
2 + v̂2

i , if vi = 0,
(3)

where ei,vi are the mean and variance at location i. When
the variance is positive, we want to match two Gaussian
distributions using KL divergence. Otherwise, they are Dirac
Delta functions, so the predicted mean is matched with the
pseudo mean and the predicted variance is matched with
the pseudo variance using the MSE loss. As will be shown
in the experiments, using the LKL helps boost performance
compared to only using mask loss.

Self-training: The feature for each point/superpoint can
either be the input features (RGB color and position) or the
pointwise deep feature extracted from a pretrained 3DIS
network. Thus, after training the 3DIS network with the
pseudo labels, we can utilize its pointwise deep features as
X and X∗, and then rerun the GP to obtain better pseudo
labels. This strategy is referred to as self-training.

4. Experiments

Datasets. We conduct experiments on two datasets: Scan-
NetV2 [6] and S3DIS [1]. ScanNetV2 consists of 1201, 312,
and 100 scans with 18 object classes for training, validation,
and testing, respectively. We report the evaluation results on
the validation and test sets of ScanNetV2. The S3DIS dataset
contains 271 scenes from 6 areas with 13 categories. We use
Area 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 for training and Area 5 for evaluation.

Evaluation metrics. The average precision (AP) metrics
commonly used in object detection and instance segmenta-
tion are adopted, including AP50 and AP25 are the scores
with IoU thresholds of 50% and 25%, AP is the averaged
score with IoU thresholds from 50% to 95% with a step size
of 5%, and Box AP means the AP of the 3D axis-aligned
bounding box prediction. Additionally, the S3DIS is also
evaluated using mean coverage (mCov), mean weighed cov-
erage (mWCov), mean precision (mPrec50), and mean recall
(mRec50) with IoU threshold of 50%.

Implementation details. We implement our devised Gaus-
sian Process by using GPytorch [12] to estimate l, s and

compute π∗,E[f∗], var[f∗] efficiently. We leverage the Adam
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.1. For reference, it takes
approximately 5 hours to generate pseudo labels for the en-
tire ScanNetV2 training set (1201 scenes) on a single V100.
We leverage our pseudo labels to train 5 different 3DIS meth-
ods, including PointGroup [19], SSTNet [26], SoftGroup
[40], ISBNet [30], and SPFormer [36] based on their pub-
licly released implementations. For methods that do not
provide the code on S3DIS, we reproduce them based on
the implementation details in their papers. All the models
are trained from scratch and the hyper-parameters and the
training details are kept the same as the original methods.

4.1. Comparison to Prior Work

Our direct comparison includes Box2Mask [25] and
WISGP [9]. Their details are specified in Sec. 2.

Quantitative results. For ScanNetV2, we present the in-
stance segmentation results for both the validation set and
hidden test set in Tab. 1. It is obviously seen that our GaPro’s
versions of 3DIS methods outperform other box-supervised
3DIS methods by a significant margin on both sets, even
with a smaller backbone (SPConv compared to Minkowski).
Notably, our results are consistently comparable to SOTA
fully supervised methods in AP, achieving about 90%. These
findings demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach and
the potential of our pseudo labels for improving standard
3DIS methods. For S3DIS, Tab. 2 presents the results on
Area 5 of the S3DIS dataset. Our proposed GaPro achieves
superior performance compared to Box2Mask, with large
margins in both AP and AP50 when applied to SoftGroup
and ISBNet. Additionally, when applied to PointGroup and
SSTNet, our approach outperforms the WISGP’s versions
by a significant margin, demonstrating the robustness and
effectiveness of our proposed pseudo labels.

Qualitative results. We visualize the qualitative results of
pseudo labels of Box2Mask [5] and our method on Scan-
NetV2 training set in Fig. 4. Our approach generates more
precise pseudo instance masks than Box2Mask. Addition-
ally, our method performs well even in challenging scenarios
where objects are densely packed or share edges (2nd and
3rd row respectively), our method is able to accurately label
points in overlapped regions.

4.2. Ablation Study

We conduct ablation studies to justify the design choices
of our proposed method. All these ablation experiments
are conducted on ISBNet [30] on the validation set of the
ScanNetV2 dataset unless otherwise stated.

Handling undetermined regions. We first explore different
techniques for handling undetermined regions (i.e., regions
belonging to multiple boxes) in our proposed method. Tab. 3
summarizes the results of our experiments. In setting A,
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Method Sup. Backbone Test set Val set
AP % full AP50 AP25 AP % full AP50 AP25

Mask3D [33] Minkowski 56.6 - 78.0 87.0 55.2 - 73.7 83.5
PointGroup [19] SPConv 40.7 - 63.6 77.8 34.8 - 51.7 71.3
SSTNet [26] SPConv 50.6 - 69.8 78.9 49.4 - 64.3 74.0
SoftGroup [40] SPConv 50.4 - 76.1 86.5 46.0 - 67.6 78.9
ISBNet [30] SPConv 55.9 - 76.3 84.5 54.5 - 73.1 82.5
SPFormer [36]

Mask

SPConv 54.9 - 77.0 85.1 56.3 - 73.9 82.9

CSC [16] Minkowski 29.3 51.8% 59.2 70.2 15.9 28.8% 28.9 49.6
PointContrast [44]

Point
Minkowski 27.8 49.1% 47.1 64.5 27.8 50.4% 47.1 64.5

Box2Mask [5] (stand-alone)
Box

Minkowski 43.3 - 67.7 80.3 39.1 - 59.7 71.8
WISGP [9] + PointGroup [19] SPConv - - - - 31.3 89.9% 50.2 64.9
WISGP [9] + SSTNet [26] SPConv - - - - 35.2 71.2% 56.9 70.2

GaPro + PointGroup [19]

Box

SPConv 39.4 96.8% 62.3 74.5 33.4 96.0% 53.7 69.8
GaPro + SSTNet [26] SPConv 45.8 90.5% 65.2 75.0 43.9 88.9% 60.1 70.8
GaPro + SoftGroup [40] SPConv 42.1 83.5% 62.9 79.4 41.3 89.8% 62.7 77.3
GaPro + ISBNet [30] SPConv 49.3 88.2% 69.8 81.0 50.6 92.8% 69.1 79.3
GaPro + SPFormer [36] SPConv 48.2 87.7% 69.2 82.4 51.1 90.8% 70.4 79.9

Table 1: 3D instance segmentation results on ScanNetV2 hidden test set and validation set in AP metrics. For reference
purposes, we show the results of methods that use other types of supervision, such as Mask or Point in gray . The main
metric for comparison is AP. The column % full indicates the percentage of the current method’s performance compared to its
corresponding fully supervised counterpart in the AP column. For the backbone, Minkowski is much heavier than SPConv.
For Point supervision, we used 200 points per scene (or 10-20 points per instance).

Input GT labelsOursBox2Mask's

Figure 4: Representative examples on ScanNetV2 training set. Each row shows an example with the input and axis-aligned
bounding box labels, Box2Mask [5]’s pseudo labels, our pseudo labels, and GT labels, respectively. Our approach produces
highly accurate instance masks, particularly in regions with overlapping GT bounding boxes (blue circles).

we evaluate the approach of ignoring undetermined regions
during training and only using the determined regions as

pseudo labels. Next, inspired by the heuristics proposed by
[5], we assign undetermined points to the smaller box. This
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Method Sup. AP AP50 mPrec mRec

Mask3D [33] 56.6 68.4 68.7 66.3
PointGroup [19] - 57.8 61.9 62.1
SSTNet [26] 42.7 59.3 65.6 64.2
SoftGroup [40] 51.6 66.1 73.6 66.6
ISBNet [30]

Mask

54.0 65.8 74.2 72.7

Box2Mask

Box

- - 66.7 65.5
Box2Mask∗ 43.6 54.6 64.4 67.4
WISGP + PointGroup 33.5 48.6 50.0 52.8
WISGP + SSTNet 37.2 51.0 44.3 56.7

GaPro + PointGroup

Box

42.5 56.8 59.3 61.3
GaPro + SSTNet 44.7 57.4 54.3 62.7
GaPro + SoftGroup 47.0 62.1 64.8 67.0
GaPro + ISBNet 50.5 61.2 66.7 72.4

Table 2: 3DIS results on S3DIS on Area 5. The methods
that use mask supervision are displayed in gray and are
solely for reference purposes. The primary metric for com-
parison is the AP. A ∗ symbol indicates that we reproduced
Box2Mask on the S3DIS dataset based on their public code.
For the backbone of each method, please refer to Tab. 1.

approach, setting B, results in a +3.7 improvement in AP
compared to ignoring undetermined regions. By replacing
the previous heuristic rule with a simple linear classifier,
setting C, we achieve 44.2 in AP. In setting D1, we apply
GP classification at the point level rather than the superpoint
level. This approach significantly outperforms the heuristics-
based approach from row 2 by a margin of +4 in AP. Finally,
in settings D2 and D3, we explore two variations of GP
applied at the superpoint level. The D2 approach performs
GP regression which predicts the mask value as a continuous
value between 0 and 1, while the D3 approach performs GP
classification directly on the superpoints. The latter achieves
the highest results, with a +1 improvement in AP over the
regression-based approach.

Furthermore, we evaluate the quality of pseudo masks
by comparing them to GT labels in the training set of Scan-
NetV2 using AP and AP90 metrics. Tab. 4 shows that our
GP-generated pseudo labels outperform setting A, B, and
C. In E, we replace the labels of D3 predicted with high
uncertainty by the GT labels so as to quantify the usefulness
GP’s uncertainty. This replacement leads to a notable im-
provement, 88.0 in AP while applying the same strategy for
points with low uncertainty results in a lower AP of 86.3.

Impact analysis of each component is summarized in
Tab. 5. In rows 1 and 2, we compare the performance with
and without our GP-based pseudo labels. The results show
a significant improvement in AP of up to +10 when our
pseudo labels are used. In row 3, we add a KL divergence
loss during training with no additional cost to encourage the
distribution of predicted masks to match the distribution of
pseudo labels. This brings a further improvement of +0.3

Handling of undetermined points AP AP50

A: No pseudo labels in overlapped regions 38.1 59.1
B: Box2Mask: assign points to smaller boxes 41.8 64.8
C: Linear Classifier with points 44.2 64.5

G
aP

ro D1: GP Classification with points 45.7 67.2
D2: GP Regression with superpoints 47.8 67.7
D3: GP Classification with superpoints 48.9 68.4

Table 3: Handling the undetermined regions to produce
pseudo labels.

Handling of undetermined points AP AP90

A: No pseudo labels in overlapped regions 53.6 22.5
B: Box2Mask: assign points to smaller box 64.4 27.6
C: Linear classifier with points 69.4 34.1

D3: GaPro (ours) 85.9 63.1
E: Ours w/ uncertainty-guided GT replacement 88.0 67.2

Table 4: Quality of pseudo labels. We compute APs on the
GT labels in the training set of ScanNetV2.

Our pseudo labels KL loss Self-train. AP AP50 AP25

38.1 59.1 72.7
✓ 48.9 68.4 79.0
✓ ✓ 49.2 68.1 78.5
✓ ✓ 50.0 68.3 79.0

✓ ✓ ✓ 50.6 69.1 79.3

Table 5: Impact of our GaPro’s components. Our Pseudo
Labels: the proposed pseudo labels in Sec. 3.1, KL Loss:
KL divergence loss, Self-train.: Self-training.

GP parameters Superpoint AP AP50

Fixed 46.3 66.3
Fixed ✓ 48.0 67.2

Learnable 48.5 67.7
Learnable ✓ 50.6 69.1

Table 6: Different configurations of GP. For fixed parameters,
we set the length l = 0.5 and output scales s = 1.

in AP. In row 4, we incorporate self-training to refine the
quality of our pseudo labels, resulting in a higher quality of
training data and a performance boost of +0.8 in AP. Finally,
in row 5, we combine all the components to produce our
proposed approach, which achieves the best performance.

Study on the configuration of GP is represented in Tab. 6.
We found that allowing the GP parameters, i.e., length scale
l and output scale s, to be learned resulted in a performance
gain of more than 2 in AP. Furthermore, running GP on the
superpoint level led to an additional improvement of 2 in AP
compared to the version with point level.

Study on the features of GP is shown in Tab. 7. The first
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Feature type AP AP50

Pos. 48.5 67.9
Pos. + Norm. 49.0 68.1
Deep 50.6 69.1

Table 7: Impact of different
features to GP.

Loss type AP AP50

None 50.0 68.3
MSE 49.9 68.5
KL Loss 50.6 69.1

Table 8: Different losses to
use with uncertainty values.

Method Venue Box AP50 Box AP25

VoteNet [31] ICCV 19 33.5 58.6
3DETR [29] ICCV 21 47.0 65.0
GroupFree [28] ICCV 21 52.8 69.1
RGBNet [41] CVPR 22 55.2 70.6
HyperDet3D [49] CVPR 22 57.2 70.9
FCAF3D [32] ECCV 22 57.3 71.5

GaPro + PointGroup - 52.6 66.0
GaPro + SSTNet - 57.8 67.8
GaPro + SoftGroup - 60.2 73.4
GaPro + SPFormer - 65.9 78.9
GaPro + ISBNet - 67.0 77.1

Table 9: 3D object detection results on ScanNetV2 val set.

two rows present the results when we use only the position
and normal of the point cloud as input to GP. When using
deep features obtained from a 3DIS network pretrained on
our pseudo labels, the performance improved by +1.6 in AP.

Study on different losses to use with uncertainty values is
reported in Tab. 8. In row 2, simply using MSE loss for all
points brings no difference to the overall performance. Our
KL divergence loss helps improve the AP by 0.6 in row 3.

3D Object Detection Results. Our approach infers axis-
aligned 3D bounding boxes, i.e., by taking the min and
max coordinates of each dimension of the predicted instance
masks, and we compare our results with other 3D object de-
tection methods in Tab. 9. Notably, our findings demonstrate
that when trained with the same level of annotations, the
GaPro versions of 3DIS methods can outperform SOTA 3D
object detection methods by a significant margin, achieving
a Box AP50 increase of +8.6.

5. Discussion

Limitations: Although our approach assumes accurately
annotated bounding boxes for all considered objects to gen-
erate pseudo labels, this assumption is no longer valid when
the bounding boxes are noisy or incomplete. To simulate
such scenarios, we conducted two experiments: (1) adding
Gaussian noise to the coordinates of two defining corners
of GT boxes to create noisy bounding boxes, and (2) ran-
domly dropping accurate GT boxes to create incomplete
GT bounding boxes (Tabs. 10a and 10b, respectively). As
shown in our experiments, the quality of the bounding boxes

Cor. noise AP AP50

2cm 48.3 67.4
5cm 45.0 65.7

10cm 43.0 64.2
10% dim 34.3 58.6
20% dim 21.0 43.5

(a) GT boxes with corner noises.

Drop rate AP AP50

5% 49.6 68.2
10% 49.1 68.1
20% 48.2 66.7
50% 41.6 61.2
80% 30.6 48.6

(b) Dropping GT boxes.

Table 10: Results drop with noisy and incomplete boxes.

GT labels Our pseudo labels Our uncertainty

Figure 5: Examples of our imperfect GP pseudo labels with
their informative uncertainty values for annotators to correct.

can significantly affect the accuracy of our pseudo labels.
Moreover, even with accurate GT boxes, our pseudo labels
may not be perfect in cases where there are overlapping
boxes between adjacent objects or connecting objects with
ambiguous shapes, as exemplified in Fig. 5. In such cases,
our uncertainty values can provide useful indications for
annotators to correct the pseudo labels.

Conclusion: In this work, we have introduced GaPro, a
novel approach for instance segmentation on 3D point clouds
using axis-aligned 3D bounding box supervision. Our ap-
proach generates high-quality pseudo instance masks along
with associated uncertainty values, leading to superior per-
formance compared to previous weakly supervised methods
and competitive performance with SOTA fully supervised
methods, achieving an accuracy of approximately 90%. Ad-
ditionally, our method’s robustness has allowed for the easy
adaptation of various fully supervised to weakly supervised
versions using our pseudo labels, showing its potential for
applications where obtaining fine-grain labels is costly.
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